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Abstract: According to the main assumptions of the Resilience Engineering approach, one of the main 
challenges of safety management in organizations is to strike balance between pre-planned preparedness and 
situation-driven acting. In order to act in an adaptive way in unexpected situations, and to develop structures 
and processes, organizations need to create appropriate shared awareness of what they understand by system 
safety. Beyond this, there must be sufficient understanding of actual work practices and how they support 
system safety and resilience. An ecological analysis of practice for the facilitation of these aims will be 
proposed in the paper. It is also important for the control of safety that the used technologies and tools couple 
smoothly with human conduct. A concept of systems usability will be proposed as the quality criterion for 
evaluation of technologies. The evaluation exploits the analysis of performance outcome, practices and user 
experience and focuses on testing the tools’ capability to facilitate resilience of the system. Demonstration of 
the use of the outlined analysis of practices and tools is based on own research in different safety critical 
complex work domains.  
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1 Introduction1 
This paper concerns complex sociotechnical systems, 

especially technologically advanced work 

organisations. Examples of such systems are 

industrial process plants, traffic systems, health care 

systems, or even the food chain “from farm to fork”. 

These systems typically involve a highly specialized 

personnel distributed in diverse responsibility areas. 

Because such sociotechnical systems often are safety 

critical, or/and involve high economical values, there 

has been an increasing interest of the stakeholders, 

e.g., owners, operators, regulators, local communities, 

and individual workers to ensure appropriate 

management of the systems according to safety, 

environment, efficiency and health related targets.  

Research on the safety of complex organisations 

started during the 1980’s with some ground-braking 

contributions like the one by Charles Perrow[1] or 

Barry Turner[2]. Along with the emergence of new 

organisational theories of safety, it was by 1990 that 

the intellectual focus of safety research had shifted 

from analysis of how accidents had happened, 

towards how safe organisations could be supported or 

even designed[3]. Safety culture, first introduced to 

the wider public by the INSAG group[4], is the key 

concept to indicate this turn of the focus.  
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While there is no doubt of the necessity to look at 

safety from an organisational and cultural perspective, 

it is important to reflect on the methodology of 

organizational studies. It is not sufficient to analyse 

safety culture merely via individual attitudes towards 

safety, or via expressed values, but needed are also 

analyses of shared cognitions, administrative 

structures and resources which support organizational 

understanding and of practices regarding risk and 

danger[3]. The aim in this paper is to review current 

attempts to develop systemic approaches to safety 

management. In particular, the aim is to advocate the 

idea that as part of a systemic safety management 

approach more work should be devoted to 

understanding actual work practices and the role of 

technologies in shaping practices. A proposal of an 

approach for analysis of practices and tools for 

supporting system resilience will be made. 

 

2 Towards system-oriented safety 
management 

2.1 Resilience engineering 

An important collective contribution to development 

of a system-oriented safety management concept is the 

so called Resilience Engineering approach. The 

important break-through of this approach in the 

international forum was the book “Resilience 
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Engineering – Concepts and Percepts” from 2006[5]. 

The approach is based on reflections concerning the 

safety models used in coping with safety threats in 

complex systems[6]. Analysis of the nature of safety 

models can be traced back at least to Jens Rasmussen’s 

critical comments concerning the causal explanation 

of accidents[7]. Causal or linear models typically 

identify a sequence of events leading to the accident. 

Linear models may also be more complex ones which 

take into account latent technical or organisational 

contributing factors, and focus on identifying 

break-downs of built-in defences. The well-known 

“Swiss cheese” accident model proposed by James 

Reason is an example of such models[8]. Linear 

models have basic weaknesses particularly with 

regard to learning from accidents[9]. This is due to the 

fact that a particular event always is a result of a 

coincidence of many situational factors. When the 

focus in analysis is the causal role of such factors, 

there is a strong tendency to identify remedial 

solutions that likewise restrict to the particular 

situation. In the worst case, such fixes will prove to 

become new sources of failure. Causal analyses also 

tend to circular explanations in complex events[10]. As 

a compliment to the use 70of linear models, analysis 

of the generic functions that maintain the safety of the 

organisation started to raise interest among 

researchers and practitioners[11]. The models 

developed from this perspective were labeled systemic 

models. Hollnagel elaborates the need for systemic 

models by the observation that in a complex system, 

there is always variability in the system’s performance. 

The issue is to identify which variance is beneficial for 

adaptation and which leads to an uncontrolled 

situation[12]. 

 

Resilience Engineering approach is one of the most 

attractive system-oriented approaches to safety 

management. Resilience engineering takes a clear 

position to shift focus away from things that go wrong 

to those that go right. Hence, it is interested in 

understanding the normal functioning of the 

organisation, how control of safety takes place and 

how brittle the organisation is. 

In the preface of a recent guidebook to resilience 

engineering Hollnagel defines resilience as “The 

intrinsic ability of a system to adjust its functioning 

prior to, during, or following changes and 

disturbances, so that it can sustain required operations 

under both expected and unexpected conditions”[13 p. 

xxxvi]. This definition is a synthesis of several earlier 

contributions to define the concept[5]. In the earlier 

attempts, resilience – according to the suggestive 

notion of bouncing quality - was seen in terms of 

adjustment to disturbance. The idea of anticipatory 

adjustment was added later. The essential abilities for 

adjustment are listed to be the ability to address the 

actual situation, the ability to address (and identify) 

the critical factors for safety, the ability to (anticipate) 

and address the potential for safety, and the ability to 

address the factual experience and learn from it[13,p. 
xxxvii]. 

 
2.2 Resilience and safety culture 

One line of research in resilience engineering is the 

study of organisational safety culture. Among the 

many approaches to safety culture the one that draws 

explicitly on the premises of resilience engineering, is 

the Design for Integrated Safety Culture (DISC)[14]. In 

the DISC framework “Safety culture is a concept that 

can be used to denote the organisational capability to 

manage internal and external variability” (pp. 3018). 

Such an organisational capability is a result of 10 

organisational functions that need to be maintained all 

the time. These functions are: Work condition 

management, Work process management, Safety 

management and leadership, Supervisory support for 

safety, Proactive safety development, Hazard control, 

Competence management, Change management and 

Management of third parties (pp. 3019-3020). All the 

functions assume deeper safety culture management 

requirements which are seen to be embedded in four 

main organisational elements, i.e. in Understanding, 

Structures, Practices, and Collective mind set for 

safety.  

 

The DISCC framework is targeted to be used as a 

conceptual reference to accomplishing organisational 

reviews of safety culture. From the overview of case 

studies elaborating the DISC framework[14], we learn 

that the current methods of DISC cover quite well the 

elements of structures and understanding, but – while 

observational methods are not included – the approach 

is weaker in identifying actual practices and their 

safety relevance. 
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The problem of the former and many other 

organisational safety culture approaches to elaborate 

actual practices may also be linked to minor attention 

to the physical and technical foundations of the work 

and to neglecting these as constraints for safety 

management. Integrating the technical and the human 

and organisational viewpoints would require models 

of the system that can be used by both perspectives. 

Functional modeling[15,16] or also system-dynamic 

modeling[17] have been proposed for this purpose. An 

integrative design practice that would exploit these 

promising modeling approaches is however still 

lacking. One of the advocates for integrated design is 

Bernard Papin[18] who acknowledges the relevance of 

the concept of resilience as a central target of the new 

design practice to be developed. Papin maintains that 

the key issue in creating resilience is how the role of 

human actors is defined. He sees that a certain amount 

of autonomy for human conduct is necessary for a 

resilient functioning of a sociotechnical system. From 

the very beginning of the design of the system more or 

less explicit decisions are taken that influence the level 

of autonomy. If autonomy is designed to be high Papin 

assumes that preparedness for unanticipated situations 

is good but efficiency of acting in anticipated 

situations may be reduced. If guidance of acting is 

very high, efficiency of acting in anticipated situations 

is better but there might be problems in preparedness 

for unanticipated situations. In finding an effective 

balance between autonomy and guidance, and finally 

creating resilience to the system, three target areas 

must be managed. First, the organization needs to 

possess a deep understanding of the plant functioning. 

Decisions in the technical design of the plant (e.g. 

limiting interactions, or striving for simplicity), 

decisions concerning organisational design (e.g. 

training and division of labour effecting competences 

concerning plant behaviour), and finally strategic 

decisions concerning operational concepts have 

influence on the overall mastery of plant functioning. 

The second target area to master is the identification of 

an adequate prescriptive level for operations. This 

goal deals mainly with a number of strategic 

administrative decision concerning safety 

requirements, procedures, handling of deviations and 

errors. Finally there is the target for flexibility of 

operations. This goal is mainly regulated by procedure 

(and also interface) design within which a number of 

design issues like sufficiency of information, 

sufficiency of plant behaviour feedback, or 

human-system interface functionality, etc. may be 

listed.  

 

Papin’s conceptions of how to create resilience in the 

sociotechnical system have resemblance to those 

expressed in the DISC framework.  In both proposals 

organisational functions are identified that are 

responsible for creating the capability of resilience. 

Both approaches also bring forth the need for 

understanding those physical, technological and 

organisational functions and preconditions for safety 

that characterise the particular domain. As the DISC 

framework is primarily targeted to support 

management of operating organisations, it focuses on 

means to understand the organisational structures for 

safety management. Papin’s ideas focus more directly 

on the design activity of complex plants and provides 

design basis to resilient-oriented technologies and 

work practices. 

 
2.3 Resilient performance 

The most explicit elements of culture, i.e. practices 

and artefacts, have so far not been studied very 

intensively from the resilience engineering 

perspective. Yet, some interesting observations were 

already made in the 2006 book on resilient 

performance: Wreathall[19] provides observations of 

organisational processes that could be seen to support 

system resilience. Even though the author does not 

bring results on analyses of actual resilient 

performance, he claims in his conclusions that “what 

seems to be a key factor … is to have a realistic 

understanding of how work is actually performed, and 

then engineering all the tools and processes to exploit 

the beneficial features of that work…”[19,p.282].  

 

In the same volume from 2006 practices were directly 

handled by Cook and Nemeth[20]. These authors 

demonstrate features of resilient performance in two 

case studies, one from medical care and the other from 

emergency management. The authors’ attempt is to 

identify generic characteristics of resilient 

performance. In their conclusions, the authors make 

two important observations for further search for 

resilient performance: They state, first, that 

performance might be resilient without being 
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successful, at least in the conventional sense (p. 217), 

i.e., in the sense of reaching a pre-defined outcome. 

Instead, the authors claim that quite contrary is true: 

Resilient performance itself involves either a tacit or 

explicit redefinition of what it means to be successful 

(p. 218). Second, as redefinition of the situational goal 

is required, resilient performance assumes an ability to 

traverse along the goal-means hierarchy (here a 

reference is made to a functional abstraction hierarchy 

of the process).   

 

An interesting contribution to the issue of resilient 

practices is delivered by an international research 

group in two articles[21,22]. In the first article the 

authors conceptually structure the on-going discussion 

on resilient engineering, in which they call for more 

structured and empirically verifiable research in the 

field. The authors propose that there is a need to define 

different levels of the system, with regard to which 

resilient behaviour could be identified. These levels 

are individual, small team, operational, plant and 

industry levels. The focus of the research is to find 

evidence for resilience in the observable behaviour 

with regard to each of these levels. Required is also to 

define what type of behaviour could be considered 

resilient. In searching for behavioural markers for 

resilience the authors make the point that for being in 

control of the system and reaching safety goals, it is 

necessary that there is a good coupling with the 

capabilities of the human actors and the tools they 

work with. Following this idea the authors state that 

their special interest is in understanding the 

capabilities of tools and instruments to support 

resilient behaviour. The authors then bring forth 

interesting results with regard to individual level of 

performance from micro-world experiments on 

dispatching fire engines in an emergency response 

context. The results portray manifestations of resilient 

performance: The test persons re-organised the 

information display with the aim to create particular 

cues that would trigger reliable acting in certain 

error-prone phases of the task. This tendency was 

especially clear when the task allowed time and the 

actors were motivated to reflect the used strategies and 

to create extra cues.  

 

In the second article[22] the authors focus on 

methodical issues and propose a framework for 

analysing resilient performance on the small team 

level. The article provides first a literature overview of 

methodically well-mastered studies on small team 

behaviour in safety-critical environment. Drawing on 

the literature and own results, a model for analysis of 

resilient behaviour is then introduced. The framework 

composes of three-level conceptual hierarchy that is 

seen necessary for a traceable identification of 

resilient behaviour of team work in, e.g., process 

control tasks. The three levels are markers, strategy 

and observations of resilience. The resilient markers 

are not specific to any particular context but are rather 

generalisations of resilient behaviour. The strategies 

elaborate the markers but even they are not grounded 

in the specifics of a particular context. The 

observations of resilience relate to the particular 

context and express actual observed behaviour.  

The authors provide examples of the three conceptual 

steps: On the basis of analysing selected episodes of 

14 teams’ managing a challenging situation at a 

nuclear power plant simulator. An   observation of 

“admitting to follow a wrong procedure ”is interpreted 

as a strategy of “provision of feedback to enable error 

correction”, and it is linked with a marker 

“recognizing and responding to failures”. Another 

example of an observation is that “the shift supervisor 

asks the reactor operator to take care of the alarms”, 

which is interpreted as a strategy of “employing 

additional operator”, and linked with the marker 

“managing workload.  

The method even specifies in more detailed the way 

how to define the strategies, i.e. four further 

conceptual categories are introduced. However, 

according to the provided case-study example, the 

strategies were elaborated only with regard to two 

extra conceptual tools: identified vulnerabilities and 

available resources in the studied situation. The 

inclusion of these two categories appears to 

contextualise the strategies which actually were, 

according to the authors own report, to be defined 

context-independently.  

 

The framework was found promising and the authors 

plan further research on developing a generally 

agreeable set of resilience markers and strategies. The 

authors see further that there is also a need to explore 

the possibilities to expand the framework to enable 
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evaluations on the other levels of the resilience 

markers approach referred above.  

The resilience markers approach corresponds closely 

with our own attempts. We agree with the authors 

about the need to define actual behavioural 

expressions of the potential of an organisation to act 

safely, i.e., manifest resilience. Likewise we share the 

idea that resilience has manifestations on different 

levels of the system. The use of the above-described 

DISC framework has brought useful results on the 

plant and operational level. The analysis of practices 

to be introduced in the following chapter tackles 

resilience features on small team and individual levels. 

Related to these levels, we have – in agreement with 

the recommendations of the resilience markers authors 

- identified the role of technologies in shaping 

practices. We also fully support the quest for 

methodical clarity and traceability of reasoning in the 

analysis of empirical data of actual behaviour of the 

personnel of complex organisations. The approach 

that we have created on the basis of equal premises 

contains several unique features compared to the 

resilience markers approach, however. We shall now 

turn to our approach to analysis of practices. 

 
3 Analysis of practices from system 

resilience point of view 
3.1 Background 

The analysis approach to be described in the 

following has been developed with a generic interest 

to improve understanding of normal human 

behaviour in real contexts, and especially to support 

design of technologies and concepts of operations in 

complex work systems. In earlier work, this approach 

has been labeled the Core-Task Analysis approach. Its 

theoretical and methodological foundations were 

explained in a book by Norros[23], and several other 

publications describe further developments of the 

approach[24-27]. Methodologically the approach can be 

considered as an ecological one: It draws on a 

naturalistic notion of human conduct in which the 

environment is considered to take an important role 

in shaping human experience and action. 

Technologies are considered part of the environment 

but the mediating role of technologies and tools in the 

human-environment interaction is acknowledged. 

Cognitive functions are seen to be distributed among 

human actors, between human actors and the tools 

and technologies they use, and cognition is also 

distributed over time via accumulation of experience 

in tools and knowledge of their use. In the next, 

theoretical assumptions are first discussed that enable 

the approach to be considered relevant for resilience 

engineering. Then the approach is presented via 

describing the analytical steps that it contains. 

Examples of empirical studies will be given to 

elaborate each step. (We shall use examples from 

different studies since no single study provides the 

best example of all the steps.) 

 
3.2 Connecting the ecological analysis of practices 

to resilience engineering 

The ecological analysis approach has not, in any 

formal sense, been connected to the resilience 

engineering approach, so far. Our practice analysis 

appears, however, to link smoothly with the resilience 

engineering framework. Resilience engineering needs 

input with regard to analysis of normal practices that 

our analysis can deliver. Resilience engineering, again, 

provides a strong societal motivation and a 

safety-oriented context for our analysis of practices. 

We consider “practices” as generic patterns of 

behavior that focus on how people act rather than on 

what they do. Practices can be identified on the basis 

of “actions” (what) which express situation-specific 

behavior and are typically analysed as ordered in 

sequences[23]. 

When setting the ecological analysis of practices into 

the context of resilience engineering some basic 

assumptions of the practice approach needs to be 

made clear: First, it is necessary that the analysis of 

practices and evaluation of their potential effect on 

system resilience must be informed of the strategic 

decisions concerning plant design and operations. 

According to Back et al.[21], the operational, plant, and 

the industry levels need to be involved in developing 

resilience of the system. What should be ensured by 

the upper level design or policy decisions is that 

sufficient autonomy exists in the organisation for 

situation-driven creative actions[28]. Maintaining such 

conditions in the organisation is an issue that needs 

continuous balancing between attempts to seek safety 

and efficiency through standardisation of functions 

and those that aim at these goals via improving 

expertise and human decision-making. 
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Second, it is assumed that only part of practices that 

are accomplished in the organisation actually exploit 

the existing potential for creativity, and support 

resilience. How to identify which practices are such 

that could support resilience? We see that actors in the 

organisation need to develop a personal motivation 

and a capability for making use of the autonomy in 

their daily work. The qualification of practice that 

makes this potential effective is labeled interpretative 

practice. This notion is borrowed from Charles 

Sanders Peirce[29], and proposed by Norros[23] to 

indicate such an epistemic attitude of a human actor to 

the environment in which s/he manifests presence in 

the particular situation and focus on specific features 

of the situation, accompanied with a strive to see the 

situation in a further (not immediately present) 

connection that makes it meaningful. This attitude 

enables interpretation as a form of generalization.  

According to Peirce the contrary attitude, a reactive 

attitude, is one that manifests a tendency of the subject 

to be drawn by the external particular events, and also 

withdrawal from action. Norros proposed a neutral 

epistemic attitude between these two extremes that 

expresses a strong reliance on expectations and a 

tendency to neglect the uniqueness of events but rather 

take them as given. This attitude is labeled 

confirmative. Only those practices that portray an 

interpretative attitude are capable of bringing 

resilience into the system. This is so, because due to 

orienting to the particular situation and interpreting its 

significance with regard to upper level functions, 

objectives, or connections an appropriate action in the 

situation may be launched. As a consequence, a 

human-environment interaction will be facilitated, in 

which new information is created, and learning takes 

place. Learning is less effective if personal agency is 

kept to the minimum, or if the situation is considered 

as expected and a standard reaction sufficient. We may 

also assume, that in a less demanding situation the 

strength of an interpreretative practice in comparison 

to the other types of practices may not become evident, 

whereas in demanding or unexpected situations the 

advantages should become evident. Our current work 

is focused to demonstrate these expectations 

concerning the strength of interpretative practices.  

Interpretative epistemic attitude has connections to 

reflective acting which was found to be one of the 

signs of resilient performance according to Back et 

al.[21]. Cook and Nemeth[20] named characteristics of 

resilient performance to be such that connect to further 

levels of abstraction and are capable of creating new 

goals. Also this feature corresponds with our way of 

comprehending interpretative epistemic attitude in 

action. 

 

The third assumption to be made is that tools and 

technologies used in work have an important role of 

producing resilience into the system. For the 

understanding of the role of tools and technologies for 

resilience a conceptualization of the generic functions 

of tools is helpful. Drawing on Cultural Historical 

Theory of Activity we have proposed that tools serve 

instrumental, psychological and communicative 

functions[26], and that exploiting these functions relate 

with the ability of actors to maintain control in the 

system. It can be assumed that the tools’ capability of 

delivering these functions is shaped, e.g., via level of 

automation, characteristics of I&C systems and user 

interface solutions. Evaluating the tools and 

technologies with regard to quality criteria related to 

the generic tool functions is a way to reveal the 

implications on the activities and culture of 

organisations, and to understand the role of tools and 

technologies in creating system resilience. 

 

4 Steps of ecological analysis of 
practices 

As was already mentioned, ecological analysis of 

practices considers that fundamental for 

understanding human behavior is to understand the 

environment in which the behaviour takes place. This 

is why the domain specific overall objectives of the 

work and the generic intrinsic constraints of the work 

domain need to be analysed as prerequisite for more 

detailed studies of work activity or tools.   

In the next section the five main steps of the Core-task 

analysis approach will be described and examples of 

our research provided. These steps are also depicted in 

Fig. 1. It is important to note, that the analysis steps 

are logical elements of the analysis and may be 

accomplished in varying order. In the presentation we 

shall follow Fig. 1 and start from the step depicted as 

the outermost and work towards the centre, but the 

reader may notice connection between the steps. 
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4.1 Analysis of the objectives of work 

Drawing on Activity Theory and Developmental work 

research approaches (see recent description[30]) we see 

work organisations as historically developing societal 

systems that typically contain diverse tensions 

between and within its elements, and with regard to 

the future objectives and course of the development. 

By modeling the work system (Depicted in Fig. 1 as 

the outermost step) it is possible to identify the global 

tendencies of its development, and understand the 

demands that the optional, and possibly contradictory 

objectives put on the work organisation and its 

processes. On these bases, general hypotheses 

concerning the requirements for the control of the 

system can be formulated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: Overview of the ecological analysis of activity. 

 

An example of exploiting such an analysis as basis for 

understanding risk-prone practices is a comprehensive 

accident investigation in the maritime domain, in 

which we participated[9]. The accidents under analysis 

had all taken place in so-called piloting situations in 

which an expert pilot, who does not belong to the 

regular ship bridge personnel, had entered the bridge 

to support the personnel in difficult parts of the routes. 

We started our actual investigation work by analysis of 

the practices of the pilot and the master in each 

piloting situation that had lead into grounding (step 

“Analysis of actual activity” in Fig. 1). In order to find 

explanation for risky performance patterns we found 

in the material, e.g., reduced collaboration among the 

pilot and the master as the control of the ship was 

worsening in a difficult situation, we conducted an 

activity system analysis of the organisational 

preconditions of the piloting activity (the outermost 

step of analysis). Nine generic tensions in the activity 

system were identified. Among them we found a 

reduction of safety margins when bigger and bigger 

ships enter into traditional coastal fairways. The 

emerging safety challenge can be tackled by 

introducing technological tools and 

technically-mediated practices, and good 

communication on the bridge. These demands for 

practice are, however, not met as the strength of the 

dominant piloting practice is seen to lie on a 

skill-based tacit adaptability, and it does not include 

collaboration in the currently demanded degree. 

 
4.2 Modeling of the intrinsic control demands of 

the system and inferring core-task demands 

In the second step of analysis “Modeling domain and 

control demands” the attempt is to identify the 

core-task demands that the work puts on the actors.  A 

modeling tool is used that identifies particular control 

demands typical of the domain with regard to three 

generic system features, i.e. dynamicity, complexity 

and uncertainty. The generic means of tackling these 

control demands on individual and team level are seen 

to call for three types of resources, i.e. skills, 

knowledge and collaboration. When connecting each 

of these resources with each of the control demands 

nine types of work demands, i.e., core-task demands 

emerge. The core-task demands are first defined on a 

generic level based on conceptual analysis, and these 

are then elaborated on the basis of empirical material 

(observations and interviews) of the studied work 

domain and particular work. The generic core-task 

demands that we have identified in several safety 

critical domains are listed below:   

Control of dynamicity involves  

 readiness to act in situation (skill-related) 

 anticipation and identification of weak 

signals (knowledge-related)  

 effective sharing of resources 

(collaboration-related)  

Control of uncertainty involves  

 flexibility and re-orientation (skill-related) 

 interpretation in action (knowledge-related) 

 dialogical communication (collaboration- 

related).  

 

 

 

 

 

MODELING DOMAIN AND CONTROL DEMANDS

MODELING SITUATIONAL TASK DEMANDS

ANALYSIS OF ACTUAL ACTIVITY

DESIGN AND EVALUATION 
OF TOOLS  

ANALYSIS OF OBJECTIVES OF WORK
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Control of complexity involves  

 focusing on critical features (skill-related) 

 conceptual mastery of the domain 

(knowledge-related)  

 shared division of responsibility 

(collaboration-related).  

The above-mentioned generic core-task demands have 

emerged in our careful analyses, e.g., in maritime and 

nuclear power plant domains. One of the most 

developed analyses of core-task demands is available 

in our study on telecommunication network operators’ 

practices[25]. A number of concrete expressions each 

particular demand under each of the nine categories 

could be identified and operator practices 

characterized by the actual coverage of the demands.  

 
4.3 Modeling situational task demands and 

mapping the core-task demands to phases of 
process control 

The further step of analysis is “Modeling situation 

task demands” (Fig. 1). We have developed the 

so-called Functional Situation Model method for 

concretising how the core-task demands portray in a 

particular temporally ordered process control situation. 

Susch a situation may  be one that is planned and 

simulated by the researchers, or it can also be a real 

situation that will be modeled and the activities 

analysed post-hoc (e.g. in incident or accident 

investigation). With regard to the temporal perspective 

of situations we identify process events, available 

information from the process, and optional control 

measures. The connection of each of these elements of 

the task to upper level control functions and objectives 

is also indicated. This is the functional perspective of 

the modeling technique.   

The modeling tool is explained in more detail in the 

following reference in which a particular nuclear 

power plant process control situation is used as an 

example[31]. The important aim of the functional 

situation model is to enable analysis of the 

possibilities and constraints that the situation puts, and 

their relation to the generic core task demands. The 

model does not depict a sequence of correct actions. 

Instead it is a reference against which the actual 

realised actions of operators can be analysed.  We 

found some resemblance of this modeling step with 

the detailed analysis of strategies explained by Furniss 

et al.[22]. 

With the aid of above-described modeling steps (steps 

1, 2 and 3) it is possible to create a reference against 

which actual behaviour of teams and individual 

operators can be understood, analysed and evaluated. 

This reference defines a best possible 

conceptualisation of the possibilities that the 

environment provides for action. The reference is not 

necessarily available when real behavior is observed. 

We see however, that such a conceptualization needs 

to be accomplished for making sense of observed 

behavior.  

As has become evident, analysis of actual behavior 

complements the expert-driven work in creating the 

models. This means that analysis of actual behavior 

may have to be accomplished several times, for 

different analytical purposes. With regard to Fig. 1 we 

may note that the analysis may run in both directions, 

i.e. from outside inwards, or inside outwards.  

 
4.4 Analysis of actual behavior of actors and 

identification of practices 

Our analysis of practices is based on comprehensive 

empirical data from the field or from simulated 

real-like situations. Collected are interviews 

concerning the core-task demands (we call them 

“orientation interviews”), observations of 

performance (video recorded), and process tracing 

interviews (the actors post-hoc accounts of their 

performance). All data is used to reach an 

understanding, first, what was each actor’s or team’s 

performance sequence and performance outcome. Out 

of these analyses of actions, and using the functional 

situation models, we then select episodes for further 

scrutiny.  

The next phase of the analysis, again, abstracts from 

the situation specific level of action to the level of 

practice. The purpose is to identify a more generic 

pattern of behavior on the basis of the particular 

instance. The analytical tool that is used here is the 

semiotic model of habit that we have borrowed from 

Charles Sanders Peirce[23,29]. The semiotic structure of 

habit is composed of three elements that connect the 

environment and the actor in a meaningful 

relationship. The three elements are the environmental 

cue (sign), the object or issue it refers to (object), and 

the interpretative act (interpretant) that manifests the 

connection between the cue and the object. Using this 

structure we analyse the environmental cues in the 
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episodes, find out what behavioural reactions were 

released with which objectives. We call these 

behavioural patterns habits of action, the content of 

which portray different aspects of activity, e.g. habits 

of searching information, or habits of communicating 

with the crew, etc., depending on the episode under 

analysis. In our analyses we have found, as is to be 

expected on the basis of the Peircean theory, that 

habits of action may vary so that same cues may be 

linked to semiotic connections that portray different 

levels of interpretative power, i.e. there may be 

interpretative, confirmative or reactive reactions. 

Which one is the case can be identified on the basis of 

the objectives and actions connecting to them. The 

reference in judging the level of interpretative strength 

of the habits of action is how well the core-task 

demands of the work are fulfilled in the particular 

case.  

 

As an example of this analysis step we may refer to 

our study on expert anaesthetists’ practices. The 

semiotic triadic notion of habit from Peirce[29] was 

adopted, and it was used to structure the continuously 

on-going doctor-patient interactions during the 

selected episodes of the anaesthesia process. 

Indicators were constructed by defining semiotic 

structures on the basis of the observations and 

interviews with the participants as follows: Indicative 

signs of the patients e.g. during induction, i.e. blood 

pressure and heart rate, were connected to alternative 

possible objectives of the anaesthetic treatment, e.g. 

realisation of pre-determined  plan, control of the 

level of consciousness, control of reactions as 

indications of sufficiency of sleep, or adequacy of the 

does for the particular patient; and  to corresponding 

alternative possible actions of the anaesthetists, e.g. 

induction of standards mean doses on weight bases, 

induction of a sleeping doses, induction after 

controlling the reaction to laryngoscopy, induction 

after experimenting. The registered performances of 

the different anaesthetists was analysed by 8 such 

semiotic indicators, i.e. habits of action indicators. 

The whole material was then classified according to 

the developed criteria and it was determined what kind 

of solutions each anaesthetist had used, i.e., in what 

sense the anaesthetists had acted on the patient.  

These observations were summarised as a description 

of habits of action that exist in the professional 

practice of anaesthetists  (more details see [23]).  

   
4.5 Evaluation of the systems usability of tools 

The final step of analysis of practices is to study the 

relationship between operator behaviour and the used 

technologies. As was already mentioned, we consider 

tools to serve three main functions in activity. The 

instrumental function is related to the effectiveness of 

the tool in its main purpose. The psychological 

function relates to the tool’s role to shape human 

acting and to the need to design tools so that the 

tool-user system is as smooth as possible. By 

communicative function we mean that the tool enables 

collaboration and mediates shared forms of acting and 

thinking within the community of practice, and even 

wider. Furthermore, we consider that the capability of 

tools in the above three functions can be evaluated via 

their usage. Usage needs to be evaluated not only with 

regard to the performance outcome it enables, but also 

with regard to the practices it facilitates, and finally 

according to how promising the users experience the 

tool to be with regard to their needs and values. A 3 by 

3 grid is formed out of these two dimensions and 9 

different types of measures for the comprehensive 

quality of “systems usability” emerge. Using the 

metrics we may evaluate which tool functions are 

fulfilled best, and also identify whether the tool 

supports the pre-defined performance outcome, or 

whether it also has capabilities to facilitate 

interpretative practices and is experienced to provide 

added value for work in the future. 

 

The exploitation of the systems usability metrics in a 

comprehensive empirical evaluation of a nuclear 

power plant control room was recently finalised[26]. In 

the study we observed that performance-based criteria 

delivered important information of the tool’s 

instrumental capabilities. The practice-based and user 

experience-based measures were particularly valuable 

in informing of the tools capabilities what regards the 

psychological and communicative functions. For 

example we could draw attention to the users’ 

difficulties to exploit the features of the new digital 

medium, or we discovered clear differences in the 

exploitation of process information among the teams. 

These measures revealed, further, that a confirmative 

attitude towards work is dominant within the crews. 
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Differences were found in communication and 

collaboration. These results are important in judging 

the tool’s capability to support resilience in the 

organisation. 

A further step of the ecological analysis of tools and 

practices is currently under development. It deals with 

a more design-oriented exploitation of the 

practice-based measures so that we could specify 

more concretely e.g. which features of the technology 

are responsible for better or worse communication of 

messages from the process. 

 

5 Conclusions 
The above presentation of the ecological analysis of 

practices and tools was the first explicit attempt to 

connect the core-task analysis methodology with the 

resilience engineering approach. As an ecological 

approach the core-task analysis methodology provides 

solutions to a number of requirements set in the 

literature for methods to identify resilient features of a 

system. For example, the proposed approach enables 

analyses on both higher strategic-organisational level, 

and team-individual level. This is accomplished by 

utilising functional modeling of the organisations and 

connecting the results of this analysis when reasoning 

about operators’ and teams’ practices. We also 

consider promising for the proposed method that 

generic core-task demands identified within this frame 

appear to have a good resemblance with features 

reported in the literature as indications of resilient 

practice.  

The most unique feature of the method is that it 

provides a way to specify criteria for resilient practices. 

This is accomplished by introducing the semiotic 

concept of habit which is used as a tool for empirical 

identification of the interpretative strength of peoples’ 

reactions to external events. According to our 

approach, resilience of a system can be supported only 

if actors are capable of making use of the available 

autonomy in the organisation, and act in an 

interpretative way. 

In the near future we hope to be able to provide 

proposals to identify characteristics of technologies 

that enable delivery of the tool functions we have 

identified. We also hope to be able to demonstrate how 

the presented methodology should be integrated in a 

more global design approach that is needed for crating 

symbiotic human-technology systems.  
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